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DIVE+
The problem

The methodology and user groups

The main findings from the results

Conclusion

Recommendations
-  More information is needed
       - collections
      - (meta)data
      - topic descriptions

-  ‘Related searches’ is experienced 
   as not related

-  Trouble with event characteristics-  Trouble with event characteristics
        - need more fine-grained filtering in the event types

-  The exploration path is not optimal in use
        - does not result in narratives
        - the purpose is not clear
       - need more interaction with the tool
   
-  Unclear what some UI buttons meant-  Unclear what some UI buttons meant

Include  more information about which 
collections there are, and what are in those
collections

Adapt the back-end algorithm such that the
related searches are only related to the 
current query

Include a more fine-grained filter of theInclude a more fine-grained filter of the
event characteristics e.g. more filters for
Media Object (radio, tv, image)

Add more possibilities to interact with the 
exploration path. Possibilities e.g. drag-drop,
color categorizing and re-naming queries
with the same title.

Make buttons self-evident or put the purposeMake buttons self-evident or put the purpose
of the button in text together with the button.
So that the purpose of the button is clear.

- The current interface has some shortcomings of DIVE+
- The ‘events’-enriched collection is experienced as
an overload of results and the event types does not 
help in narrowing down this overload.
- And the narratives support is not optimal to use 
to form a narrative with
- With the given recommendations implemented, - With the given recommendations implemented, 
improvement will take place in the exploration but more
user evaluations are needed in the future.

The Research Question
“How efficient and effective is the exploration based on ‘events’-enriched 
collections and ‘narratives’ support for Digital Humanities scholars for their 

(1) understanding of objects, context and collections, and for their
 (2) discovery of new insights in the object of study?”
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